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Abst rac t - -We prove that for an ideal incompressible fluid in the presence of a conservative body 
force, there exists a time invariant, a vector A --- (Jtl,.42,.A3). It is discussed that the invariance 
of Ai is probably linked to geometrical structures of Navier-Stokes turbulence. (~) 1999 Elsevier 
Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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It is known there are several invariants of motion for the three-dimensionM (3D) Euler equations, 
such as the kinetic energy £ = 1/2 f u 2 dV, and the helicity 7-I = f uiwi dV (see [1]). These 
quantities are of fundamental  importance for constraining flow kinematics and dynamics, in 
relation to slightly viscous Navier-Stokes fluids. In 3D incompressible Navier-Stokes turbulence, 
it has been discovered that  vorticity structures have interesting geometric properties (see the 
recent paper [2] for comprehensive literature on the problem of vorticity alignment), and there 
have been intense studies on vortex motion in Euler and Navier-Stokes flows (for instances ee 
[3-5]). 
In this paper, we prove that  for an ideal incompressible fluid in the presence of a conserva- 
tive body force, there is a new time invariant, a vector .4 = (.41,.42, .43). It is discussed that 
the invariance of .4i is probably linked to the geometry of small structures of Navier-Stokes 
turbulence. 
DEFINITION 1. Let x E ~3 be a point in space and t >_ 0 be time. A general potential function "P 
is defined by 
p(x, t) = v + u, (1) 
where p is the fluid pressure, and U is the potential for a conservative body force. We may require 
that U has sumcient high orders of partial derivatives in what follows. 
DEFINITION 2. Let Sij = 1/2 (~-~°u' + ~)ou denote the rate of strain tensor, wi the vorticity 
vector. The alignment of a fluid in a bounded domain £2 C R 3 is defined as 
.4i(t) = /S i jw jdV ,  ( i , j  = 1,2,3), (2) 
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where the integral is taken over a volume of the fluid ~ = f2(t) such that the general potential 7 )
is constant in a neighborhood of 0£2. 
LEMMA 3. For an incompressible fluid with uniform density under conservative body forces, the 
3D Euler equations can be expressed by the formula 
D2wi 
Dt 2 = -T ' i jw j ,  (3) 
where 
02p 
7:'~j - OxiOxj ' 
7 a defined in (1). 
PROOF. This proof is originally due to [6] and [7]. Here we simply add a conservative force in 
the Euler equation. 
Recall the 3D Euler equations (taking fluid density as unity) 
Dui  Op 07 a 
D---t- = -Ox--~i + Fi =- Oxi'  (4) 
where D / Dt  = o + ~oj , 
vorticity equation reads 
so that 
ui denotes the velocity field, p the pressure, and Fi -- -o.._v.v The 
Ox~ " 
Dog s 
Dt - S i jwj ,  
D2wi DS i j  . Dwj  
Dt  2 - Dt  w3 + Sq Dt  (5) 
Denote the velocity gradient matrix by Vq = ~oxj' Differentiating (4) gives the matrix differ- 
ential equation 
DV~j 
Dt + ~ik ~)kJ = --'Pij. 
The matrix Vq admits the decomposition Vii = S~j + 1/2eijkWk, then the symmetric part satisfies 
DSiJDt + SikSkj = ~I (w~Sq -- wiWj) -- 7)~j. 
Using the above equations for Dw~/Dt  and DSq/Dt  in (5), (3) is obtained. | 
THEOREM 4. / /an inviscid fluid is incompressible with uniform density under conservative body 
forces, then 
d• = o. 
dt 
PROOF. From (2) 
By Lemma 3, 
d d/nDw  /nD2Wi A`  = dV = dV 
aw. 0 2~ 0 2 where we have used ~ = 0, and assumed ~ -- ~ .  Applying the divergence theorem 
leads to 
O'P - -  • • dS, 
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where 012 is a surface enclosing the fluid. Then by Definition 2, a~, = 0 on 0~2, it follows that 
dA .  =0,  
dt ~ 
i.e., 
Ai = constant. (6) | 
REMARK A. In the proof, the condition that the vorticity vanishes outside a finite domain is not 
used here (see [8] for the localness of the vorticity, Section 3.2). In an infinite domain, Theorem 4
is trivial if the vorticity is localized. 
If, however, at infinity the flow has arbitrarily small vorticity wi ¢ 0 on 0~? and the integrals 
in question converge suitably, then Theorem 4 is still true and nontrivial. 
REMARK B. Taking the divergence of (4) for unforced flow (Fi = 0), we have the relation 
02p 1 
OxiOx~ -- -~w~wi -- SijSji, 
such that in a bounded domain f2 c_ R 3 since 
/ 02P dV=~o OPn - -  ~ ~ dS, OxiOx~ 
we obtain 
fo~ ~--Pxin~dS = /~ 1 dV- / S~jSj~ dV. (7) 
e obtain 
O)iSd i
We see that the condition for proving Theorem 4, that the pressure p is constant in a neigh- 
borhood of 0~2, implies that 
~o OP ni ~ ~x~ dS = O. 
What sort of flows which might satisfy this integral constraint? Let us think about some possible 
fluid motion. 
(a) Suppose there exist vortex tubes and sheets in ~2, while the former contributes most to 
the first term on the right-hand side of (7) and the latter does so to the second term. If 
at some moment of time (t), these two terms become 
f lw~w~dV= f SijSjid V, 
then the above constraint is satisfied. 
(b) Suppose in (7), 
In 1 dV>>/nSijSj~dV, 
( ) uppose in (7), 
03i03 i 
so that 
- -n i  dS ~ dV. Ozi ~wiw~ 
Generally, the pressure takes a minimum where the vorticity takes a maximum. On the other 
hand, there has been an indication that the pressure appears apt)roximately constant around the 
high-vorticity region [9,10]. So this flow seems to be a candidate for satisfying the constraint, 
and it deserves to be examined further. 
Note that the time invariance of ~4 is independent of the particular coordinate system used. 
Define in a arbitrary fixed orthogonal coordinate system 
A~(t) f ' '  = Sijw j dV', (i, j = 1, 2, 3). 
It is obvious that 
dA~ = 0. 
dt 
Let us consider an interesting class of motion: homogeneous motion. Such a motion may 
usually exist in certain kinds of turbulent flows, for example a flow without a dominant shear. 
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DEFINITION 5. A fluid motion is homogeneous in space, if  it satisfies 
IA, I = IAjl. (8) 
THEOREM 6. Assume that a fluid motion is homogeneous. Then 
A - (0, 0, 0). 
PROOF. From IAi[ : JAil, we put a vector a = ([All, IAI[, IAll). Consider ,4' in a new fixed 
orthogonal coordinate system. Because the motion is homogeneous, we also have ]A~[ = [A~ I, so 
put ~3 = (1~4~], ]A~], ]A~t). As observed, there exists a linear transformation such that 
Since Tij is arbitrarily chosen, therefore to have both a = ([A1], ]All, [All) and/3 = (IA~[, IA~[, 
IA~]), it is only possible if 
a~--0.  
This proves A = (0, 0, 0). | 
REMARK C. If a motion is homogeneous and a instant, by Theorem 4, the homogeneity holds 
for all time. 
Using the above ideas, in what follows we discuss an example, which is perhaps very special. 
Suppose that a fluid motion satisfy the conditions in Theorems 4 and 6. If there exists a small 
region a C_ f2 such that in a the strain is approximately uniform and the vorticity magnitude is
sufficiently large, then one can show that in the coordinates of the principal axes of Sij, 
IA1Wl[ = IA2w2I -- IA3~3I ~ O. (9) 
Without loss of generality, let eigenvalues A~ be that A1 > A2 > A3 : -(A1 + A2), with '~1 > 0. 
One finds immediately from (9) 
[w2[ = max ([wi[), with [A2[ = min ([A[). (10) 
We see that A2 can be either positive or negative, but it has the smallest absolute value. 
In fact for a large w2, (9) requires A2 ~ 0. The result (10) implies that if a vorticity vector 
points in the direction of a eigenvector, this eigenvector has the smallest absolute eigenvalue. 
This appear related to structures in 3D Navier-Stokes incompressible turbulence: in regions of 
high-vorticity, the vorticity is generally aligned with a strain eigenvector which has the smallest 
absolute igenvalue. 
It remains for further study to examine the full connections of the invariance Ai with slightly 
viscous flows, in particular the pressure surface in connection with the alignments. In [2], for the 
3D Euler fluid a set of equations is derived in terms of the Hessian pressure matrix °2p to Ox~Ox~ ' 
describe the angle for vorticity alignment. It is natural to continue studying roles the pressure 
plays in the geometry of flow structures. 
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